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Abstract As part of the Opening Real Science: Authentic Mathematics and Science
Education for Australia project, an online mathematics learning module embedding
conceptual thinking about infinity in science-based contexts, was designed and trialled
with a cohort of 22 pre-service teachers during 1 week of intensive study. This research
addressed the question: BHow do pre-service teachers conceptualise infinity
mathematically?^ Participants argued the existence of infinity in a summative reflective
task, using mathematical and empirical arguments that were coded according to five
themes: definition, examples, application, philosophy and teaching; and 17 codes.
Participants’ reflections were differentiated as to whether infinity was referred to as
an abstract (A) or a real (R) concept or whether both (B) codes were used. Principal
component analysis of the reflections, using frequency of codings, revealed that A and
R codes occurred at different frequencies in three groups of reflections. Distinct
methods of argument were associated with each group of reflections: mathematical
numerical examples and empirical measurement comparisons characterised arguments
for infinity as an abstract concept, geometric and empirical dynamic examples and
belief statements characterised arguments for infinity as a real concept and empirical
measurement and mathematical examples and belief statements characterised argu-
ments for infinity as both an abstract and a real concept. An implication of the results
is that connections between mathematical and empirical applications of infinity may
assist pre-service teachers to contrast finite with infinite models of the world.
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The proliferation of constructivist views of conceptual development has led to diver-
gent conclusions about how mathematical concept construction and conceptual change
occur (Dubinsky et al. 2005a, 2005b; Mitchelmore and White 2007; Pegg and Tall
2010; Scheiner and Pinto 2014). These views have recently led to development and
evaluation of mathematics curricula in innovative contexts, which emphasise open-
ended inquiry and reflection and which support the deep mathematical knowledge
required for mathematics teaching in both school and teacher education programs
(Cordeiro 1988; Harel and Sowder 2005; Iannone and Cockburn 2008; Kattou et al.
2010; Kolar and Čadež 2012; Singer and Voica 2003, 2008). Development of school
curricula in Australia and elsewhere has highlighted the importance of stimulating
conceptual mathematical thinking from the early school years (Cordeiro 1988; Harel
and Sowder 2005; Iannone and Cockburn 2008). A conceptual approach has been
shown to be successful when topics in algebra, geometry and calculus are introduced in
secondary school and at university (Cavanagh 1996; Jirotková and Littler 2003, 2004;
Pehkonen et al. 2006).
The study of infinity as a concept in mathematics has remained remote in formal
school curricula (Monaghan 2001) and is under-represented in teacher professional
development programs (Kattou et al. 2010; Yopp et al. 2011). Although potentially a
powerful example for developing conceptual mathematical thinking, the concept of
infinity is also readily misinterpreted and misrepresented, being strongly influenced by
tacit models and teachers’ and/or students’ conflicting beliefs (Fischbein 2001; Iannone
and Cockburn 2008; Yopp et al. 2011).
Attempts to unravel intuitive and learned understanding of infinity and its use in
mathematics teaching span the last four decades (Fischbein 2001; Fischbein et al. 1979;
Monaghan 1986, 2001; Tall 2001, 2007; Yopp et al. 2011). This research has revealed
the prevalence of ‘natural’ and tacit models of infinity that result from intuition and
pathways of concept construction that conflict with or challenge mathematics learning
(Fischbein 2001; Fischbein et al. 1979). Despite this research activity, questions remain
about mathematical concept construction and learning pathways for young people (i.e.
pre-tertiary students, who are generally less than 19 years of age) that lead to unam-
biguous use of infinity in mathematical thinking; for example, clarity of algebraic
understanding of infinity does not necessarily coincide with development of geometric
comprehension (Kattou et al. 2010; Kolar and Čadež 2012; Monaghan 2001; Singer
and Voica 2003, 2008; Yopp et al. 2011).
This study aims to fill the gap in the research literature about concept construc-
tion by investigating and describing concepts of infinity held by pre-service
teachers, who were engaged in an online learning module, which was purposefully
designed during development of an integrated science and mathematics program to
stimulate inquiry, reflection and conceptual thinking about infinity (Mulligan et al.
2017; Mulligan et al. 2014). This paper addresses the question, BHow do pre-
service teachers conceptualise infinity mathematically?^ and reports an empirical
investigation of how primary pre-service teachers conceptualise infinity after
experiencing the module’s learning activities. It examines the arguments and
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models that pre-service teachers use to portray numbers and theoretical objects of
infinite and infinitesimal size, their arguments relating to measuring finite objects of
very small or large size and their ability to identify the finite limits to measurement.
Pre-service teachers’ portrayals and arguments in the form of an extended response
to a stimulus question, which were constructed under test conditions but based on a
summary they prepared before the assessment, were interpreted as authentic ex-
pressions of concepts that were formed or developed during the learning activities
in the module. The use of extended responses is regarded as a reliable method of
evaluating the learning of complex ideas (Biggs and Collis 1982).
Research on conceptualisations of infinity
The conceptual development of infinity was thought to begin at about 14 years of
age (Bruner 1966). More recently, it was considered to develop from about the age
of 11–12 years, as observed in late primary and early secondary school students
(Fischbein et al. 1979; Harel and Sowder 2005). However, other research has
highlighted the diversity of performance on tasks related to infinity within all age
groups during the school years (and later) and the complexity of factors contribut-
ing to this. Contributing factors include the influence of their teachers’ beliefs about
infinity, students’ prior understanding of this complex concept (Monaghan 2001)
and the dominance of procedural over conceptual learning (Tall 2007). Other
studies indicate that when confronted by new and different concepts, individuals
may return to earlier intuitive ways of thinking (Fischbein 2001; Tall 2007).
In relation to current theory of mathematical concept construction, the concept of
infinity is theoretically entwined with almost every branch of mathematics (Tall 2001).
Several research groups have examined students’ quite disparate levels of understand-
ing and application of infinity in different areas of mathematics (Jirotková and Littler
2003, 2004; Kattou et al. 2010; Kolar and Čadež 2012). In the following sections, the
important role that these learning pathways play in relation to the formation of
mathematical concepts, such as potential and actual infinity, types of infinity, static
and dynamic modelling of infinite processes and extension of finite scales to the
infinite, are introduced and in later sections discussed as to their use by pre-service
teachers in this study.
Potential and actual infinity Young people’s intuitions of infinity are usually of
unbounded and never-ending processes, such as ‘the numbers—or lines—go on for-
ever’. The mental image formed is of an ‘unfinishable’ process or potential infinity. In
contrast the mental image of actual infinity is an object, a complete entity. The
realisation that there is no largest or smallest number or furthest or closest point in
space in the abstract world is the catalyst to realising that actual infinity is not a number,
though it has the number-like property of size. In this concept construction process,
‘actions-first’ and reflective abstraction appear to be dominant (Dubinsky et al. 2005b;
Pegg and Tall 2010), because the young person progresses from understanding infinity
as a process to ‘encapsulating’ the infinite process as an object. This growth in
mathematical knowledge or ability is thought to be a sequential pathway. Each stage
of the pathway forms the basis of a more advanced ‘cycle’ of learning, such that each
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concept learned is the object ‘actioned’ at the lowest level of the next, more sophisti-
cated mathematical process (Dubinsky et al. 2005b; Pegg and Tall 2010).
Types of infinity The dichotomy of infinite and infinitesimal is of abstract as
opposed to concrete size. Differences in size can also be distinguished between
infinite sets of rational and irrational numbers using one-to-one correspondence
methods, though these are unquantifiable in an absolute sense. Realisation that
infinite properties can be qualitatively and even relatively different is more likely to
employ ‘objects first’ and structural abstraction (Scheiner and Pinto 2014), because
understanding one type of infinity (e.g. counting of whole numbers) does not
necessarily lead sequentially to understanding another type (e.g. fractions between
zero and one). Scheiner and Pinto (2014) proposed that each physical or mental
object is acted upon in a variety of contexts via empirical or theoretical abstraction
(Mitchelmore and White 2007) until the mathematical process becomes ‘concrete’,
at which point the underlying structure of a concept is understood. By this process,
‘types of infinity’ are the ‘mental objects’ acted upon in tandem, and knowledge
construction occurs by placing the newly acquired conceptual understanding within
the learner’s body of knowledge and restructuring them to ‘make sense’ of the
combined knowledge (Scheiner 2016).
Static and dynamic models Inappropriate modelling of finite phenomena on an
infinite scale can result in well-known paradoxes, such as the tale of ‘the Hare and
the Tortoise’ in which the tortoise is given a large head start in a race between the two
animals. During the time that the hare has moved half the distance to the tortoise, the
tortoise has moved forward, and so on, such that the hare apparently never catches up to
the tortoise. Confusion results because, although the spatial model of this paradoxical
tale is infinite(simal), it is imposed on a temporal one, which is finite. In representing a
dynamic problem mathematically, the student needs to use structural abstraction in
clarifying which dimension is modelled on an infinite scale, for example, distance, and
which one is finite, for example, time (Fischbein 2001; Monaghan 2001). It allows
them to use different thought processes concurrently in juxtaposing the infinite and
finite dimensions. As described above, these thought processes can occur in tandem via
structural abstraction in which the newly acquired conceptual understanding of infinite
models and more established understandings of the finite models of the world are
restructured to make sense of the combined knowledge (Scheiner 2016).
Extension of the finite Human experience is finite and our mental models are strongly
influenced by our experience. However, our experiences in the abstract world can be
unrestricted by scale, such that we can imagine a large or small, but undefined, finite
number or size, such as
& Counting—the number of biological niches or the number of grains of sand on
Earth or the number of stars in the universe, all of which depend on defining the
unit of counting
& Measuring—the size of the universe or a sub-atomic particle or photon of light, all
of which depend on our ability to define boundaries that separate entities and to
estimate within these boundaries accurately
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& Geometry—the space within three-dimensional shapes of objects that changes with
the dimensions of time and gravity, such as in the presence of a ‘Big Bang’ or a
‘black hole’
& Limits—that are relative to the scale we are working at, such as the volume of
Earth’s atmosphere and the proportions of gases contained when defining a ‘live-
able’ state.
In such scenarios, both processes and objects are fluid in number and/or size in our
mental models, but to work with them in the abstract, people represent a potential infinity
with a finite entity. To work with actual infinite abstract entities, infiniteness must be
recognised as an alternate state rather than ‘more of the same’. As described in the
previous sections, students make sense of differences between finite and infinite models
of the world, when such thought processes can occur in tandem via structural abstraction
(Scheiner 2016). However, this appears to be the main source of the difficulties students
face in coming to terms with the concept of infinity (Monaghan 2001).
The present study focuses on a topic that is typically not addressed in a specific
sense in primary pre-service teacher education programs—the concept of infinity.
Whilst some previous studies have considered conceptions of infinity, none have
addressed the issue of researching conceptions of infinity through real-life problems
and situations in an integrated manner, drawing on science and mathematics applica-
tions, as the present study does. Hence, the results also provide some valuable
implications for pre-service teacher programs.
Research design and methodology
This study reports one outcome from a trial of a learning module that is part of a large
Australian government-funded project to develop integrated programs in science and
mathematics for pre-service teachers, the Opening Real Science project (Mulligan et al.
2017; Mulligan et al. 2014). The module, called ‘2 Infinity and Beyond’, was specifi-
cally designed to stimulate pre-service teachers to think conceptually about mathemat-
ics, by introducing it in scientific contexts that extend the limits of the real world, such as
those in Table 1. The examples used in the module (indicated by an asterisk in Table 1)
attempt to support the conceptualisation processes introduced in the previous section.
Learning module design: 2 Infinity and Beyond
A module of learning activities which integrates mathematical and scientific ideas in
authentic contexts was designed to explore the concept of infinity, from its historical
beginnings to some modern applications in science contexts (Table 1). The module was
designed to be completed over a 4-week period within a unit of one university semester
and delivered in online or blended mode. The resources embedded within the module
were intended to stimulate discussion about infinity amongst pre-service teachers
during their preparation for teaching, and it was trialled in blended learning mode with
a class of fourth year primary pre-service teachers (n = 22). The module development
team (MDT) consisted of a tertiary-level mathematician, a mathematics teacher educa-
tor and an educational developer. A Design Develop Implement (DDI) process was
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implemented by completing design, development, trialling and enhancement phases of
this process punctuated by a series of workshops to critically review the module’s
progress (Seeto and Vlachopoulos 2015). During the DDI process, the module was peer
reviewed by mathematicians, mathematics teacher educators and educational devel-
opers and then revised. Revision focused on clarifying the online narrative to provide a
clear rationale and progression through the topics, learning activities and formative
assessments to the final summative assessment.
The MDT focused on both scoping and depth of content and the assessment of
students’ notions of infinity. They mapped to the module design:
& Content:
i. Identifying (mis)conceptions of infinity,
ii. Researching the history of infinity,
iii. Describing the types of infinity,
iv. Applying the concept of infinity in scientific contexts in which pre-service
teachers examine mathematical and/or scientific examples of Fibonacci numbers,
pi, the continued fraction for e, fractals, calculus concepts (rates of change, limits),
sequences and series and infinitesimals, and
v. Reflecting on the usefulness of the concept of mathematical infinity in real-world
contexts.
& Assessment:
i. Designing a short presentation (e.g. PowerPoint, video) investigatingonemisconception
about infinity, discussing strategies to overcome themisconception in their teaching and
ii. Extending participants’ application of conceptual mathematical thinking in scien-
tific contexts in a longer summative assessment, which took the form of a critically
reflective and evaluative discussion addressing the question, BCan anything real be
infinite?^, and in which module participants presented mathematical and empirical
Table 1 Suggested science contexts for embedding the mathematics of infinity
Form of infinity Mathematical examples Scientific examples
Numeric—rational vs. irrational
number sets/discrete vs.
continuous
Hilbert’s hotel Resource ‘partitioning’
Geometric—extending finite
models
Paper folding/cutting; Von Koch
snowflake/Sierpinski gasket
fractals
Discovery of sub-atomic particles;
computer-generated imagery
Measurement—limits of
accuracy, approaching limits
Circle circumference; coastline
paradox
Wave-particle theory of light;
atmospheric CO2 concentration*
Dynamic (infinite variation of
more than one factor)
Zeno’s paradoxes, e.g. the Hare
and the Tortoise race
Universe-multiverse (black hole)
controversy*, Fermi paradox,
Drake equation
*Scientific examples used in the innovative integrated science and mathematics module of the Opening Real
Science project (Mulligan et al. 2017; Mulligan et al. 2014)
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arguments for or against this question. These reflections provided data on partic-
ipants’ conceptualisations of infinity.
The inquiry-based 5Es model (engage, explore, explain, elaborate, evaluate) (Bybee
2009, 2014) supported the development of the five topics. The module used the
following teaching strategies: moderated face-to-face and online discussions to guide
learning activities, preparation of a presentation and formative and summative reflec-
tive writing.
Module learning activities
Topic 1, ideas of infinity, contained stimulus material in videos and texts aimed at
engaging the module participants in discussion and reflection in forums and blog posts.
The forum and blog posts were used by the module tutor to diagnose any misconcep-
tions and conflicting beliefs about the concept of infinity amongst the participants.
Topic 2, history of infinity, used discussion of stimulus material in podcasts and texts
to support exploration of the mathematical concept of infinity. This topic culminated in
a formative assessment in the form of a review quiz, which checked participants’ recall
and their conceptual understanding of historical and current ideas about mathematical
infinity.
Topic 3, types of infinity, contained hands-on activities about numerical and geo-
metric infinities, after which as a formative assessment, participants identified and
discussed a misconception about infinity and explained how they would overcome it in
a classroom or everyday setting.
Topic 4, applications of infinity, required module participants to elaborate on
their learning through an inquiry activity about fractals and a modelling activity
about carbon dioxide emissions, to explore and explain the differences between
modelling of infinite and measurement of very large finite phenomena. This topic
culminated in a second review quiz, which tested understanding of ‘counting’,
‘geometric’, ‘measurement’ and ‘dynamic’ applications of infinity in mathematical
contexts (see Table 1).
Topic 5, reflection on infinity, was designed to elaborate participants’ conceptual
thinking about dynamic infinity in a specific scientific context, the origin of the
universe (Table 1). They accessed a science blog (Mayes 2004) and were encouraged
to use other material in the module, as well as undertaking their own research to collect
and evaluate evidence in preparation for the summative assessment, a reflective
discussion of the question, BCan anything real be infinite?^
Trialling of the module with pre-service teachers
Participants The module was trialled in blended learning mode with a class of fourth
year primary pre-service teachers (n = 22), who were enrolled in a middle school
mathematics unit within an Australian university’s pre-service teacher education pro-
gram. The unit was designed to develop and, in some cases, to enhance their mathe-
matical knowledge. The class demographic included a broad range of ages and life
experiences. Their tutor indicated that their levels of achievement in mathematics
varied from completion of year 10 to university-level curricula.
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Procedures Participants accessed the module’s resources online from the university’s
learning management system (LMS) for a week prior to interacting face-to-face in
class. The latter delivery was an intensive week of full-time study, which included
1 day of face-to-face activities from the module and the summative assessment, that is,
completion of the reflective discussion of the stimulus question, BCan anything real be
infinite?^ For their presentations in topic 3, instead of completing them individually,
pre-service teachers formed groups of five to seven participants to investigate in-depth
one of the activities in the module. They presented as a group to the rest of the class.
Thus, the whole class experienced didactically all the activities their group did not
investigate. During the preparation and presentation of their activities, participants were
supported by their tutor, whose role was important in providing feedback and additional
examples. Group presentations were audiovisually recorded and these were intended to
be evaluated as participants’ formative (or ‘pre-test’) conceptualisations of infinity.
However, because some participants did not consent to use of this material, the study
was determined to be descriptive and not experimental. With the assistance of the tutor
and the module’s educational developer, participants also completed the modelling
activity in class. The activity was focused on developing an understanding of the
usefulness of infinity in measurement accuracy in relation to predicting the limits to
carbon dioxide emissions into Earth’s atmosphere.
To complete the summative reflective task, participants were asked to prepare a
hand-written summary of their research of topic 5 on one A4 sheet of paper. They could
refer to the summary whilst completing their hand-written summative reflective task
during the final 1 h session of the week of on-campus intensive study. They were also
required to submit the summary with their reflection as a method of authenticating each
individual’s engagement in learning about the concept of mathematical infinity.
Participants were told that there were no right or wrong answers to the stimulus
question. They were guided by a rubric for the task that indicated that a high standard
answer to the stimulus question would Bdraw on arguments raised in the stimulus
article, other parts of the module and independently researched authoritative sources^.
It would also have Ba well-argued, logical conclusion about the existence of infinity,
demonstrating links between conceptual and numerical representations and applications
of infinity .^
Nineteen of the participants completed an online survey voluntarily and anony-
mously via a link at the end of the module upon completion of the module’s
activities. The online survey targeted the pre-service teachers’ (PSTs’) engagement
in the module, not their conceptualisation processes. The engagement data collect-
ed, the tutor’s evaluation of PSTs’ engagement and their preparation for the
reflective assessment were used to determine whether the module activities had a
negative impact on their learning. Participants’ responses were positive overall
(Table 2), and their level of engagement was supported by the tutor’s evaluative
feedback. He commented that participants were Banxious at the outset because they
thought the content would be well beyond them. But by day 5 of the course students
were comfortable and engaged in good discussion about a complex topic.^ All 22
PSTs submitted summaries with their summative reflections that indicated that they
were engaged in attempting to understand the applications of mathematical infinity
in the real world. It was concluded that the module activities were unlikely to have
had a negative impact on their learning.
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Qualitative analyses of responses to the summative reflective task: BCan anything
real be infinite?^
Module participants’ demonstrations of their conceptualisation of infinity in their
summative reflective tasks were categorised using an open approach, which was based
on the coding of phrases used in their reflections and the grouping of these into themes.
Coding of phrases Codes were developed by comparing phrases of four randomly
selected reflections, in consultation with the educational developer, the mathematics
teacher educator and the tutor of the module trial. To test the validity and reliability of
the coding scheme, the mathematics teacher educator and educational developer
independently coded a fifth randomly selected reflection and then compared their
codings. This process was repeated with three more randomly selected reflections.
When differences in coding occurred, discussion ensued. In the process, refinements
were made to the coding scheme, such that some codes were removed or collapsed
together until agreement on a code and its definition was reached.
The following changes to codes were made during the inter-rater reliability process
and examples are provided to illustrate these changes: ‘application of infinity’ was
replaced by and separated into four ‘empirical’ examples. Samples of these are shown
in the Appendix in the section (b) Examples. ‘Numbers [are] abstract’ was included in
the ‘abstract concept’ code. A sample of the ‘numbers are abstract’ recoded to ‘abstract
Table 2 Participants’ responses to Likert-scale items about the module, where ‘6’ is strongly agree, ‘5’ agree,
‘4’ somewhat agree, ‘3’ somewhat disagree, ‘2’ disagree and ‘1’ strongly disagree
Likert-scale items Meana Standard
deviation
Percent who
agreedb
Percent who
disagreedc
1. I felt engaged as soon as we started the module 4.26 1.59 78.9% 21.1%
2. The module included a variety of activities
which allowed me to explore the topic
4.68 1.35 84.2% 15.8%
3. I can now offer an accurate explanation of the
mathematical concepts covered
4.21 1.36 78.9% 21.1%
4. The assessment task/s allowed me to demonstrate my
understandings of the topics
4.32 1.29 78.9% 21.1%
5. I have a better understanding of the mathematical
thinking process
4.11 1.52 68.4% 31.6%
6. I feel more confident designing learning experiences
about mathematical concepts
4.05 1.51 68.4% 31.6%
7. Completing this module was relevant to my studies 4.42 1.43 78.9% 21.1%
8. I would recommend completing this on-line module
to a fellow student
4.26 1.59 73.7% 26.3%
aA mean score of 4 and above (out of 6) on each item is set as the benchmark to indicate that students are
happy with the module; a mean score of less than 3 indicates, on average, a negative response from students to
the module and suggests that there are issues that need to be examined
b Agree combines responses strongly agree, agree and somewhat agree
c Disagree combines responses strongly disagree, disagree and somewhat disagree
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concept’ is B… numbers can go on forever, but numbers are not real, they are abstract^
(participant 6). ‘Extension of finite’ to infinite modelling or reasoning was included in
comparisons of ‘potential vs. actual’ infinity. This last code was separated into ‘poten-
tial infinity’ and ‘actual infinity’, and these were then included in the ‘without limit’
and ‘never reached’ codes, respectively. An example of a statement that was at first
classified as ‘extension of finite’ then ‘potential vs. actual’ then ‘actual infinity’ then
‘never reached’ is B…each time we delve into the concept we think we are getting
closer to it, only to find we haven’t reached it^ and the example used to illustrate this,
which was coded as ‘empirical: geometric’ was BOne example of how fractals and
infinity work together is when looking at a coastline on a map. Each time the
magnification is increased more of the coastline is shown…^ (participant 13). An
example of a statement that was at first classified as ‘extension of finite’ then ‘potential
vs. actual’ then ‘potential infinity’ then ‘without limit’ is BThe existence of days,
months, seasons and time in general. All of these concepts still are existing and are
limitless and go on and on. We cannot see a finite end to these ideas^ (participant 17).
During the four successive co-coding sessions of reflections, agreement between the
mathematics teacher educator and educational developer improved from 50 through 67
and 75 to 95% of their codings such that all further coding was undertaken solely by the
educational developer.
The final set of 17 codes, which were grouped into 5 themes: definition, examples,
application, philosophy and teaching, was defined with examples from module partic-
ipants’ summative reflective tasks in the Appendix. The educational developer
(re)coded all 22 reflections according to this set of codes.
Quantitative analysis: Trends in conceptualisation of infinity
Each reflection was coded using the codings in the Appendix. The frequency of each
code for each reflection was recorded in a spreadsheet. The frequency data for codings
were normally distributed (Pearson χ2(16) = 22.74, p = 0.121) and the variance was
homogeneous (Bartlett χ2(136) = 175.91, p = 0.012). The variables were not scaled
before analysis, as they were on the same scale. These frequencies were then
submitted to exploratory factor analysis, using the statistical program R to perform a
principal component analysis. Principal component analysis with no rotation was
undertaken to identify correlations amongst the codings of participants’ summative
reflections that described common patterns in demonstrations of the understanding of
infinity by module participants. Loadings of variables (i.e. codes) on the principal
components were used to determine which codes were most influential in
differentiating amongst the summative reflections.
Results
Frequency of coding of summative reflective tasks
From the coding of 22 summative reflective tasks, a total of 437 codings was
distributed across the reflections with the mean being approximately 20 codings for
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each reflection (mean = 19.86, standard deviation = 4.89) and range 12 to 34. The mean
number of times that a code was used was approximately 26 (mean = 25.71, standard
deviation = 11.93) with the range 10 to 43. The frequencies and percentages of code use
and the mean and standard deviation of code use per summative reflection are shown in
Table 3. Higher percentages of codings of ‘abstract concept’, ‘without limit’ and ‘never
reached’ than of ‘real concept’ codes (AC, WL, NR, RC) occurred amongst the
reflections. ‘Mathematical numerical’ (M:n) examples were the most frequently used
examples, other examples being less frequently used and involving longer, more
complex explanations, particularly ‘rules of arithmetic’ and ‘empirical dynamic’ ex-
amples (RA, E:d). ‘Theoretical vs. practical’ (TvP) aspects of using infinity, that is,
comparing its use in modelling vs. its application is the real world, were frequently used
and approximately one quarter of the time ‘technological limitations’ (TL) of applying
models of infinity in the real world were cited specifically. Many of the participants
concluded with ‘philosophical reflections’ (PR), which included belief statements about
whether infinity can be thought of as part of the ‘real world’ or not. Some also
referenced ‘social, cultural and religious’ (SCR) beliefs or practices, mostly as an
alternative non-mathematical, non-empirical interpretation of infinity. Some partici-
pants mentioned ‘learning and teaching applications’ of infinity (code LTA; Table 3).
Trends in conceptualisation of infinity
The results of the principal component analysis revealed two principal components
(PC), which had eigenvalues greater than 4 and which explained 39.6% of the variation
in the coding (PC1 21.8%, PC2 17.8%). The two principal components were used to
differentiate the summative reflections according their coding patterns (Fig. 1).
‘Abstract concept’ loaded strongly positively and ‘real concept’ strongly negatively
on principal component 1 (PC1; Table 4 and Fig. 1). Thus, a pattern emerged from this
analysis, which was centred on the participants’ argument that infinity is either an
abstract or a real concept, or a combination of both. Three groups were identified such
that their entire reflections were then labelled with a generic code: ‘A’, those coded only
with ‘abstract concept’ (N = 9); ‘R’, those coded only with ‘real concept’ (N = 7); or ‘B’
(both), those coded with both ‘abstract concept’ and ‘real concept’ codes (N = 6). Each
reflection identified by its generic code was plotted in a biplot by its position on the two
principal components (Fig. 1). The abstract generic code (A) was centred at the positive
end of PC1 and the real generic code (R) was centred at the negative end, whilst
summative reflections with both codes (B) were dispersed across the plot area (Fig. 1).
The strength and direction of loading of codes on the two principal components
(Table 4) was shown by the direction and length of the arrows in Fig. 1. The ‘Theoretical
vs. practical’ code was strongly positively correlated with principal component 1. The
‘without limit’ code was moderately positively and the ‘never reached’, ‘theoretical vs.
practical’ codes and ‘empirical geometric’ examples were moderately negatively corre-
lated with principal component 2 (PC2; Table 4 and Fig. 1). These codes are used in the
following section to describe the types of evidence and arguments correlated with each
generic code (A, R or B). Where the correlation between a code and one or both
principal components cuts across a group of points, indicated by either the A or R
generic code, that code was used frequently in that group of reflections. For example, the
group of reflective tasks that were coded with ‘abstract concept’ but not ‘real concept’
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(generic code A) were very likely to be coded with ‘theoretical vs. practical’. Similarly,
the group of reflective tasks coded with ‘real concept’ but not with ‘abstract concept’
(generic code R) were very likely not to be coded with ‘theoretical vs. practical’.
Reflective tasks of the B generic code were likely to be coded with ‘never reached’,
‘empirical geometric’ and ‘theoretical vs. practical’ but not with the ‘without limit’ code.
Qualitative arguments about infinity
The participants used three distinct styles of argument and evidence: (i) mathematical
and empirical applications and comparisons characterised arguments for infinity as an
abstract concept, (ii) mathematical and empirical geometric and empirical dynamic
examples and belief statements characterised arguments for infinity as a real concept
and (iii) empirical measurement and mathematical examples and belief statements
characterised arguments for infinity as both an abstract and a real concept.
Arguments for infinity as an abstract concept Amongst the reflections which stated
that infinity is an abstract concept, for example BInfinity is a qualitative term used to
describe the unmeasurable^ (AC, participant 5), mathematical numerical examples
were often used, for example BBhaskara was a 12th century Indian mathematician
who gave sense to the concept of infinity… as we divide by a smaller amount each time
we are producing more and more pieces… if we could divide by zero, an infinite
number of pieces would result^ (M:n, participant 5). These reflections also tended to
use empirical measurement examples, such as Bthe example used to demonstrate this
philosophy, is that of a black hole, specifically the notion of it having infinite mass^
(E:m, participant 15), and statements that referred to infinity as never reached: Bwe
move closer towards our limits, however we don’t come closer to infinity^ (NR,
participant 5). They also tended to draw on comparisons of theoretical and practical
uses of infinity (TvP) and were more likely to make reference to practical and
specifically technological limits (TL) that prevent more accurate measurement and a
‘closer approach to infinity’ (Fig. 1). For example,
BOur understanding of the world in which we live changes with advancement in
technology. The realisation that all matter is made up of particles came with the
invention of the microscope and these particles became known as atoms. As our
ability to measure more accurately developed we could establish that these atoms
were comprised of subatomic particles. As we move towards the perceived limits
of measurability, our understanding and ability to make sense of things changes^
(TL, participant 5).
And
BMathematically speaking the mass of a black hole is represented by the expres-
sion of infinity. While this is the accepted measurement in contemporary science,
it is out of the necessity to apply a quantity to that which cannot be quantified by
current understanding of the universe. While a black hole is a tangible construct
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in theory, humans do not possess the technology to adequately survey and
analyse such a phenomenon…^ (TL, participant 15)
Pre-service teachers in this study who referred to infinity as an abstract concept were
more likely to use arguments based on evidence of measurement of very large or very
small, finite phenomena and contrasting the practical or technological limits of finite,
measurable objects with theoretically infinite, immeasurable models than those who
referred to infinity as a real concept.
Arguments for infinity as a real concept For reflections that referred to infinity as a
real concept, for example BBased on the knowledge of infinity, its existence as having
the capability to be real is highly possible^ (RC, participant 22), empirical geometric
and empirical dynamic examples were often used (Fig. 1). The pre-service teachers
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Fig. 1 Biplot, showing the loadings of the 17 variables (codes) on the first two principal components as
arrows. Codes are indicated by their two- or three-letter abbreviations, and the legend indicates a code’s theme
(see Table 3). Each summative reflection is represented by its generic category: abstract (A), real (R) or both
(B) concept codes, respectively. The Abstract category is centred at the positive end of PC1 and the Real
category is centred at the negative end, whilst summative reflections with both codes are dispersed across the
plot area
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who thought of infinity as a real concept were those who used complex empirical, real
world examples. For example,
BThe universe could not exist without time and time could not exist without the
universe.… If we move away from thinking of space and our universe as being a
geometric sphere and just think of it as a multidimensional, unbounded area then
you could imagine how it would be infinite^ (E:d, participant 21).
And
BThe technology we use now, uses scale to identify distance, however if we
consider that ‘large numbers are no nearer to infinity that small numbers’ then we
can instead focus on the infinite number of measurement possibilities. In class we
were presented with the coastline paradox. Even though we could magnify the
scales, we discovered that by using smaller measurements it would be closer to
accurate…. There are options that haven’t been thought of or we don’t have
access to yet which all contribute to the infinite possibilities to utilise as
measurements^ (E:g, participant 22).
By arguing with complex empirical examples, extending finite models to the infinite
and concluding with belief statements, for example BIf time is infinite then that leads
me to believe that the universe is also infinite^ (PR, participant 21), they differed from
the pre-service teachers who referred to infinity as an abstract concept, and who
Table 4 Loadings of variables (codes) on the first two principal components
Code Label Component 1 Component 2
AC Abstract concept 0.60 0.18
RC Real concept − 0.45 0.10
WL (Infinity) Without limit − 0.11 0.34
NR (Infinity) Never reached − 0.08 − 0.35
HD Historical development − 0.25 − 0.36
RA Rules of arithmetic 0.14 − 0.04
M:n Mathematcial example: numeric 0.11 0.002
M:g Mathematical example: geometric − 0.18 − 0.22
E:n Empirical example: numeric 0.18 − 0.10
E:g Empirical example: geometric − 0.18 − 0.42
E:m Empirical example: measurement 0.07 − 0.24
E:d Empirical example: dynamic − 0.16 0.02
TvP Theoretical vs. practical 0.41 − 0.53
TL Technological limitations − 0.001 − 0.09
PR Philosophical reflection 0.02 − 0.06
SCR Social/cultural/religious reflection − 0.15 − 0.04
LTA Learning and teaching application 0.06 0.03
Higher loadings are shown in bold font. Bold font also indicates ‘Abstract concept’ and ‘Real concept’ codes
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frequently used mathematical and empirical measurement examples and comparisons
but rarely used belief statements.
Arguments for infinity as abstract and real Reflections that referred to infinity as
both abstract and real were not strongly associated with any codes, though they were
moderately associated with ‘never reached’, ‘empirical geometric’ and ‘theoretical vs.
practical’ (Fig. 1). The pre-service teachers who identified infinity as both abstract and
real as a concept were possibly still developing their ideas of infinity, for example B…
this has resulted in my view being that infinity is both a real and an unreal concept^
(RC, AC, participant 8) and BI believe that something can be infinite but we have no
way of proving it is^ (RC, participant 14), and in relation to pi and the circumference of
a circle BBoth of these are valid but not real due to them both being mathematical
(numbers)^ (AC, participant 14). Alternatively, they may be deliberately ‘keeping an
open mind’ and not excluding the possibility that proof of infinity may occur, which
they considered currently beyond the explanatory power of mathematics and science,
for example,
BNumbers can be seen as big or as small, but infinity isn’t a number. No matter
how big the biggest number you can think of [is], it is no closer to infinity than
the smallest number. Infinity is a concept with no specific ‘end’, giving the term
of a big number nothing compared to infinity… In mathematics, infinity could be
real. In the universe I still have an open mind to the fact it might be real. But we
have no way of proving this^ (M:n, participant 14).
In addition, the module participants who presented ‘mixed messages’ about infinity
were those most likely to suggest applications of infinity for the school classroom. For
example,
BIt is important to show students in relation to infinity that depending on context,
for example numbers and limits, that infinity no matter how hard we try we are
able to become close but never reach it exactly. Georg Cantor’s continuum
hypothesis plays an important role in students’ understanding of rational and
irrational numbers. However, it isn’t proven true or false which causes a conflict.
I believe infinity is an abstract concept, when used in the appropriate context.
This idea of infinity is yet to be proven, however it gives us the boundaries of
mathematics^ (M:n, LTA, participant 8).
These last two excerpts use mathematical numerical examples to demonstrate
scientific reasoning, which acknowledges that bodies of knowledge can have different
levels of certainty. Other pre-service teachers who referred to infinity as both abstract
and real used empirical numerical, geometric and measurement examples, similarly to
the pre-service teachers who referred to infinity only as an abstract concept. They did
not use complex real-world examples involving the dimensions of both time and space,
which the pre-service teachers who referred to infinity only as a real concept used.
Unlike the previous two groups, these pre-service teachers demonstrated their thinking
about introducing their students to theorising using mathematical infinity for modelling
and predicting.
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Discussion
Pre-service teachers in this study who referred to infinity as an abstract concept
contrasted finite models of the known world with the infinite as representing the
immeasurable. This demonstrated development of the use of actual infinity to represent
a state that is separate or alternative to the known (finite) world (Fischbein 2001). They
demonstrated reflective abstraction when extending finite models to the infinite and
then structural abstraction (Scheiner 2016) to make sense of the distinction between the
finite world, which has been discovered through measurement (and technology), and
the infinite, which is immeasurable. Pre-service teachers who thought of infinity as a
real concept extended finite models of thinking to include the infinite (Fischbein 2001).
They did not contrast finite, measurable objects with infinite, immeasurable phenom-
ena, so that in making sense of this they sometimes concluded their evidence with
belief statements about the existence of infinity. Similarly to pre-service teachers who
thought of infinity as an abstract concept, they used reflective abstraction to extend
finite models to the infinite; however, they made sense of this using structural abstrac-
tion (Scheiner 2016) in a different way by stating their belief that infinity exists. The
group of teachers who referred to infinity as both an abstract and a real concept
appeared to be using abstraction differently from the other two groups, who regarded
infinity only as an abstract concept or a real concept. The use of a variety of numerical,
geometric and measurement examples as evidence for their arguments suggests that
they were using reflective abstraction by extending finite models to the infinite, but the
use of belief statements as evidence led to an impression that their ideas about infinity
were still forming and that they were in the process of making sense of their ideas via
structural abstraction (Scheiner 2016). This last group of summative reflections dem-
onstrated how beliefs that conflict with the mathematical idea of infinity can change its
conceptualisation. Through examining the abstraction processes used by individual pre-
service teachers to conceptualise mathematical infinity, this study has provided new
insights into the way reflective and structural abstraction (Scheiner 2016) can shape
understanding of this important mathematical concept.
Limitations
From the quantitative and qualitative analyses, it is evident that individuals choose
different types of mathematical and empirical examples at different frequencies to
support arguments about the existence of infinity. For example, frequencies of use of
the ‘without limit’ and ‘never reached’ codes were different amongst the groups of
reflections and supported different conclusions.
It has been documented previously that the context in which infinity is introduced (in
the classroom) has a strong influence on its mathematical conceptualisation (Tall and
Tirosh 2001). In this study, such contexts, numerical, geometric, measurement and
dynamic (Monaghan 2001), were introduced non-didactically to provide participants with
opportunities to articulate their own ideas and to formulate their own arguments. These
opportunities were provided during forum posts and informal class discussions (Harel and
Sowder 2005), during group presentations to the class (Mitchelmore andWhite 2007) and
during individual research for the summative reflective task, all of which are thought to be
consistent with encouraging reflective and structural abstraction (Scheiner 2016).
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Participants may also have been influenced by previous experiences and intuitions in
relation to infinity (Fischbein 2001; Tall 2001) and any independent research they did
during the module, which was encouraged. As mentioned previously, an opportunity to
identify participants’ intuitions and (mis)conceptions about infinity was available
during the first discussion forum in the module. However, a quiz or survey that targets
diagnosis of misconceptions in relation to specific mathematical and empirical exam-
ples (see Table 1 and Appendix) would be a valuable addition to the beginning of the
module as a baseline to compare with use of examples and their interpretations in the
summative reflective task. This would then facilitate the documenting of any concep-
tual change that occurs during the module (Lane 2015).
It has been suggested that to regard infinity as a process is a more intuitive way of
thinking than regarding it as an object or state (Fischbein 2001; Tall 2001). This was
reflected in the greater use of ‘without limit’ and lesser use of ‘never reached’ codes in
the reflections that regard infinity as a real concept compared with those that regard
infinity as an abstract concept. Interestingly, those reflections which considered infinity
as both a real and an abstract concept used the ‘never reached’ more than the ‘without
limit’ code. However, this last group of summative reflections was more likely to revert
to belief statements rather than to conclude with a summary of the evidence in their
philosophical reflections.
Participants, who referred to the concept of infinity as both an abstract and a real
concept, were also more likely to be inconclusive about the nature of infinity and they
cited the influence of context (see participant 8’s quote above). To ensure that module
participants can explain their understanding of infinity in different mathematical and
scientific contexts, the review quiz at the end of topic 4 could be revised to more
accurately and comprehensively target specific numerical, geometric, measurement and
dynamic contexts (Monaghan 2001), in order to prepare students for evaluating these
sources of evidence in their reflections. This could then facilitate formative assessment
of individual participants’ progress via comparison with the (proposed) diagnostic quiz
at the beginning of the module (Lane 2015).
Implications and conclusion
An implication of the results of this study is that connections between mathemat-
ical and empirical (scientific) examples of the applications of infinity, particularly
numerical and geometric ones, may assist pre-service teachers to contrast finite
with infinite models of the world. That is, the module activities may assist some of
the module participants to regard infinity as an abstract entity, by which unknown
quantities and qualities can be represented. After the module is revised to incor-
porate diagnostic and formative (in addition to review) quizzes and to add
examples that explicitly connect mathematical and scientific applications of infin-
ity, more participants should be able to demonstrate these thought processes,
potentially extending their philosophical reflections to ‘reflucturally’ abstract
levels (Scheiner 2016). Further testing of the module’s support of such higher-
order thinking processes in a larger cohort of pre-service teachers, using the
detailed understanding gained from this study of participants’ responses to the
module’s learning activities, will form the basis of future investigations into its
pedagogical structure.
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The diverse contexts provided by modern scientific investigations of the ‘very large’
and ‘very small’, which were used in this study (e.g. Table 1), may be desirable settings
for philosophical reflection and debate about the concept of mathematical infinity. Such
debate about infinity, when encouraged in the mathematics classroom, could in turn
support the position of mathematics within the science-technology-engineering-
mathematics (STEM) curriculum as an important tool for driving the development of
design thinking and innovation (Office of the Chief Scientist 2013).
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Appendix
Codes used to document five themes: (a) definition, (b) examples, (c) application, (d) philosophy and (e)
teaching in primary pre-service teachers’ summative reflections arguing an evidence-based answer to the
question, ‘Can anything real be infinite?’, showing abbreviations, labels, descriptions and examples
Code Label Description Pre-service teachers’ examples
(a) Definition
AC Abstract concept Infinity as an abstract concept or idea Infinity is an abstract concept …
Infinity… is not a real number. It is
an idea.
RC Real concept Infinity as real concept is inclusive of
concrete and abstract ideas
I believe that infinity is not a real
number, however it is real concept
WL (Infinity) Without limit Infinity is without
limit/limitless/unbounded and
hence cannot be measured
Infinity is without a limit or
boundary; it cannot be measured
or counted. For example, the
sequence of whole numbers
beginning from zero is infinite
because there is no whole number
that is the greatest. It is a concept
of limitlessness; it is not an
amount.
NR (Infinity) Never reached We can approach (get closer and
closer to) the infinite, but never
reach it/prove its existence in the
real world
The line gets closer and closer to the
axes but never touches them.
…you could approach infinity, but
never reach it. In this case, we
would get very close to the wall
but not touch it.
(b) Examples
HD Historical development Historical development: describes
mathematical
discoveries/advances in under-
standing
We must consider the history of
number…
Modhava was a 15th century Indian
mathematician whose work
unlocked the precise nature of pi.
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(continued)
Code Label Description Pre-service teachers’ examples
RA Rules of arithmetic Infinity does not follow the normal
rules of arithmetic
Infinity does not follow the
arithmetical rules… therefore you
cannot include as a normal
number and expect the rules of
arithmetic to hold.
M:n Mathematical example:
numeric
Use of mathematical arguments:
numerical
…when trying to match [using 1:1
correspondence] decimals with
whole numbers you are unable to
list them all due to there being an
infinite number of possibilities.
M:g Mathematical example:
geometric
Use of mathematical arguments:
geometric
Geogebra was used to construct
polygons in the inside and outside
of a circle…The relationship
between the perimeters of the
shapes and the diameter of a circle
approached pi as the number of
sides increased.
E:n Empirical example:
numeric
Use of empirical arguments (i.e.
maths embedded in science):
numerical
…how blood cells propagate
themselves…scientists
investigated the infiniteness of
blood cells appearing in the real
world with maths (2n).
E:g Empirical example:
geometric
Use of empirical arguments (i.e.
maths embedded in science):
geometric
One example of fractals and infinity
working together is when looking
at a coast line…each time the
magnification is increased more of
the coastline is shown.
E:m Empirical example:
measurement
Use of empirical arguments (i.e.
maths embedded in science):
measurement
…a black hole is a star that has
condensed, meaning that it has
density but too high for us to
measure
Before Einstein people thought that
the speed of light was infinite, but
then Einstein explained that the
speed was equal to E =mc2 …
being finite.
E:d Empirical example:
dynamic
Use of empirical arguments (i.e.
maths embedded in science):
dynamics of more than one
dimension
Zeno’s paradox of the race between
Achilles (or a hare) and a
tortoise…
(c) Application
TvP Theoretical vs. practical Theoretical vs. practical aspects of
infinity
Whilst we live in finite reality, we do
accept that there are things that
can theoretically be infinite …
The problem is that you cannot get
into a black hole and measure it.
You would die and the world
would end before you finished
measuring it …
However, often once answers are
found, what we once thought was
infinite, becomes finite.
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